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Q1. P is the son of Q while Q and R are the sisters to one another. T is the mother
of R. If S is the son of T, which of the following statements is correct ?

a) T is the brother of Q.

b) S is the maternal uncle of P.

c) Q and S are sisters.

d) S is the cousin of P.

e) R is the grandfather of P.

Q2. M and F are a married couple. A and B are sisters. A is the sister of F. Who is
B to M ?

a) Sister

b) Daughter

c) Niece

d) Sister-in-law

Q3. A is father of C and D is son of B. E is brother of A. If C is sister of D how is B
related to E ?

a) Sister – in – law

b) Brother – in – law

c) Brother

d) Sister
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Q4. K is the brother of T. M is the mother of K. W is the brother of M. How is W
related to T?

a) Grandfather

b) Parental Uncle

c) Maternal uncle

d) Data inadequate

e) None of these

5000+ FREE VERBAL REASONING QUESTION BANK FOR ALL SSC, UPSC, BANK,
RAILWAY EXAMS
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Q5. P is Q’s brother. R is Q’s mother. S is R’s father. T is S’s mother. How is P
related to T ?

a) Granddaughter

b) Grandmother

c) Grandson

d) Great grandson

DIRECTIONS:
Study the following information carefully to answer the questions that follow:

1. A is father of B and C is mother of A.
2. E is sister of F whose daughter is G.
3. S, the husband of C is the grandfather of G.
4. P is father of E and brother of R.
5. S has only two children, both of opposite sex.

Q6. What is the relation between F and S?

a) F is sister of S

b) F is daughter of S
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c) F is daughter in law of S

d) F is son of S

e) Either A or D option

Q7. What is the relation between E and B?

a) E is brother of B

b) E is sister of B

c) E is maternal grandmother of B

d) E is aunt of B

e) None of these

Q8. What is the relation between B and G?

a) B is brother of G

b) B is sister of G

c) There is no relation

d) B is aunt of G

e) None of these

Q9. Which of the following is one of the married couples ?

a) T and R

b) T and P

c) S and Q

d) P and S

Q10. What is the profession of P ?

a) Lawyer

b) Teacher
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c) Doctor

d) Engineer

Q11. A is the son of B, while B and C are sisters to one another. E is the mother of
C. If D is the son of E, which of the following statements is correct?

a) D is the maternal uncle of A

b) B and D are brothers

c) D is the cousin of A

d) E is the brother of B

Q12. X and Y are brothers. R is the father of Y. T is the sister of S who is maternal
uncle of X. How is T related to R ?

a) Mother

b) Brother

c) Sister

d) Wife
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COMPETITIVE EXAMS
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Q13. A is D’s brother. D is B’s father. B and C are sisters. How is C related to A?

a) Cousin

b) Nephew

c) Aunt

d) Niece

Q14. A is the brother of B. B is the brother of C. D is the father of A. Based on
these three statements, which of the following statements cannot be definitely
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true?

a) B is the brother of A.

b) B is the son of D.

c) A is the brother of C.

d) C is the brother of A.

Q15. P’s father Q is B’s paternal uncle and A’s husband M is P’s paternal uncle.
How is A related to B?

a) Cousin

b) Aunt

c) Mother

d) Data inadequate

Read More blood relation Question and Answes »

Answers to the above questions :

Q1. Answer: (b)

Q and R are sisters. So, T is the mother of R means T is the mother of Q and R. S is the son
of T means S is the brother of Q. Thus, P is the son of Q means S is the maternal uncle of P.

Q2. Answer: (d)

A is mother of B and D

Q3. Answer: (a)

https://careericons.com/verbal-reasoning/blood-relation/type-2-section-4-mcqs/933-1/
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Here B’s sex is not clear but C and D both are children (daughter and son respectively) of A
(male) and B Hence, obviously B is A’s wife (i.e. female). Hence B is sister in law (Bhabhi) of
brother (E) of her husband (A)
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Q4. Answer: (c)

maternal Uncle

Q5. Answer: (d)

P is brother of Q. Therefore, P is a male. R is mother of P and Q and R is daughter of S.

S is the son of T. S is the grandfather of P.

Therefore, P is great grandson of T
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Q6. Answer: (c)

C and S have 2 children, one is A who is male (A is father of B). since C is the grandfather of
G so F should be wife of A to have the relation C is the grandfather of G. If F was daughter of
C and s, so C would have been maternal grandfather of her daughter G.

Q7. Answer: (d)

E is sister of F and B is child of F

Q8. Answer: (e)

Since gender of B is not known, either sister or brother of G

Q9. Answer: (d)

Married couples are : (Q and R) and (P and S)

Q10. Answer: (b)

P is a Lady Teacher

Q11. Answer: (a)
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Obviously, D is A’s mother B (and her sister C’s) brother. i.e, D is maternal uncle of A

Q12. Answer: (d)

R is the father of Y and X. S is the maternal uncle of X and Y. So, T is the mother of X and Y.
Thus, T is the wife of R

Q13. Answer: (d)

D is father of B and C. A is brother of D. B and C are daughters of D. Therefore, C is niece of
A

Q14. Answer: (d)

A is the brother of B and B is the brother of C. So, C may be the brother or sister of A.

Q15. Answer: (c)

Q is the paternal uncle of B means Q is the brother of V’s father, P is the son of Q. so, B’s
father and P’s father are brothers.

Also, M is the paternal uncle of P means M is the brother of P’s father.

So, M is the father of B. Since A is the wife of M, so A is the mother of B.
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